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Major Points: 
1. Playing with Nature – we need to let our campers touch and explore nature 

2. Playing In Nature – we need to let our campers play in nature – let us not be afraid of the woods 

3. How to Engage – only the passionate can pass on a love of anything.  Hire passion to pass on 

passion 

 

Games: 
1. Fox & Hound: - (Onion or Lemon): Send out a team of two people to be the “fox”.  They take 

with them a cut lemon or onion and rub it on trees as they go leaving a “scent trail”.  After a 

predetermined amount of time the foxes stop moving and hide near their last scent, the rest of 

the group tries to follow their trail by sniffing the trees to find the scent trail. 

2. Eagle Eye:  

a. Directions for the Eagle. This outdoor game is a sedentary variation on hide-and-seek. 

Play it in an area with some decent cover for hiding: bushes, ferns, tall grass. One person 

will be chosen as the Eagle who must stand in his "Eagle Nest" that consists of about the 

range of his/her pivot-step. I usually start by having an instructor stay with the Eagle 

during the game as a facilitator. The Eagle closes his/her eyes and counts to 60 while 

everyone else hides in a broad circle around the Eagle Nest (define the boundaries). 

 

b. Directions for hiders. All hiders or "voles/mice/rabbits" must hide themselves in such a 

way that they can see the Eagle with at least one eye at all times. This means no hiding 

completely behind trees, etc. They must also hide within the boundaries. The game goal 

- people want to get as close to the Eagle as possible and not be seen. this is the true 

test of invisibility. 

 

c. Eyes Open. The Eagle opens his eyes and looks (and listens) all around for everyone 

hiding, but she cannot leave the nest. When the Eagle sees something that might be a 

person hiding, he must describe the colors of the clothes or hair he sees and point to 

the exact location, it will be clear that the person has been seen. That person comes to 

the Eagle Nest and sits down, remaining silent not giving anyone else away. Again, the 

Eagle listens in the silence for any movement of other people hiding. 

 



d. Sustain Pace. After a while, when the Eagle cannot see any more people, have her close 

her eyes and count to 30 while everyone quickly hides again, moving at least 5 steps 

closer to the Eagle this time. Keep playing like this until Eagle finds everyone or until one 

person remains. Ask the last person hiding to give a bird call so everyone can locate 

their number one hiding spot. In this way, the game stays interesting and fun for 

everyone involved, without lagging or becoming boring. 

 

3. Oh Deer: Description 

a. Place two parallel lines on the floor or ground, ten to twenty feet apart 

b. Count group off in fours (1,2,3,4,1,2…) 

c. Ones become deer, the others are needs of the deer, which are three: food, water and 

shelter 

d. Show the groups what the symbols are for each of the needs, which include: holding 

hands over head for shelter, holding hands on stomach for food, and holding hands on 

mouth for water. 

e. The groups (both deer and needs) turn their backs to each other and pick a need by 

placing hands in one of the 3 positions. 

f. At your signal (count of three), both groups turn towards each other holding their signs 

clearly.  

g. The deer must then run to “need” that is holding the same sign. Each need may only 

have one deer.  

h. Any deer who find the “need” they are searching for, then takes the “food”, “shelter” or 

“water” back to their side of the lines. Those needs then become deer as well, as deer 

are able to reproduce if they find what they need. Any deer who does not find what 

they are looking for, dies and becomes part of the habitat, or stays on the need side of 

the line. 

i. Continue play for 10 –15 rounds 

j. Have a discussion about how the deer population continues to change because of cycle 

of available needs 

 

Activities: 
1. Leaf Rainbow: A nature art exercise: In small groups, students search for leaves of different 

shades and colors and create a "leaf rainbow". 

2. 250 cm Hike: You will need a piece of string 250 cm long for each participant. Shrinking our field 

of perception often adds to our awareness. By closely examining a very small area, one can 

discover wonders which might otherwise be overlooked. In the 250 cm Hike, everyone is given a 

piece of string 250 cm long. Each participant places it on the ground and explores carefully the 

area along the string. Things to look for include signs of animals, birds, or insects; distinctive 

characteristics of any plant along the trail; textures of soil or sand; different colors, etc. 

Participants may wish to record their findings and share then with other members of the group. 



3. Scavenger Hunts: (#37 in 101 Nature Activities) – many different types – Awareness Scavenger 

Hunt; Sound Scavenger Hunt; Time Scavenger Hunt – etc. 

 

Idea’s: 
1. Unstructured Play in Nature – How do we train staff to be able to step back and let play happen 

without the constant need to be doing something.  This is contrary to what we normally teach 

our counselors to do.  It is important to help them understand supervised unstructured play.  

Unstructured does not mean unsupervised. 

2. More Kids Should Get Poison Ivy – years ago I was speaking to a staff member about the 

concept of our campers discovering and playing in nature – truly playing in nature.  Using the 

woods more and letting them go off the trails and explore.  He brought up the fact that that 

would put the campers in danger of getting poison ivy.  I asked him – in his three years on staff – 

how many campers he had seen get poison ivy.  He said none.  Poison Ivy is like the stranger 

who will pick our unattended kids up on the sidewalk – the chances are slim that kids will get it.  

I asked him, “What is our goal this summer was to see 10 campers get poison ivy?” – this would 

mean more campers played in the woods and were discovering things. 

3. Education vs. Conservation – I wrote an article a few years ago where the basic premise was: “I 

remember that my biggest hope was to pass on my love of the outdoors. As years have passed, I 

have come to realize that what I taught was not always a love of the outdoors, but a respect for 

the outdoors. To pass on the love I have for the outdoors, I need to move away from the 

conservation focus, and get back to letting the children have a conversation with the outdoors – 

by themselves.” (http://www.camps.ca/campnation/children-play-in-nature/)  

 

Resources: 

 

Nature Games & Resources Online:  

1. http://www.ultimatecampresource.com/site/camp-activities/nature-games.page-1.html 

2. http://files.meetup.com/1473474/101%20Nature%20Activities.pdf 

3. http://wilderdom.com/games/EnvironmentalActivities.html 

4. http://wilderdom.com/games/descriptions/Neill2004OldNatureNewNature1stEdA4.doc 

5. http://www.dawnpub.com/teaching-tools/outdoor-ed-resources/ 

6. http://www.sharingnature.com/index.php 

7. http://www.outdoor-nature-child.com/index.html 
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